


















The Development of Garden Cities in East Asia:
A Study on the Formation of Housing Districts in the suburbs of Dalian in the 1920s
包　慕　萍*
BAO Muping
　In this paper, the author takes up the case studies of Dalian and Guangzhou in the 1920s to examine how the theory 
of the garden city, which was proposed in England in 1898, was propagated and accepted in East Asia. Furthermore, in 
order to extract the characteristics of its acceptance in East Asia, the author compares Chinese cases with the case of 
Japan. A conclusion is that Howard's garden city theory was accepted in Japan and China as a middle- or upper-class, 
high-quality environment in the suburbs, rather than raising the quality of worker housing that was near the factories.
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『Tomorrow：A peaceful path to real reform』を出版し，４年後の1902年に『Garden Cities of Tomorrow』と改題し
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